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analysis systems has been widely addressed in recent years.  With the increased 

interest in processing multilingual sources, however, there is a tremendous need to be 
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Recognition (OCR) systems.  Our document image degradation methodology 

incorporates several often-encountered types of noise at the page and pixel levels.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction

During the past several decades, document image analysis and Optical 

Character Recognition (OCR) have been widely successful.  Many desktop solutions 

continue to appear and work well for high quality input.  Although many commercial 

OCR products have merged in the market, this consolidation is helping customers with 

more complete document image conversion, storage and retrieval solutions.  With help 

from advanced image processing methods and pattern recognition techniques, some of 

the OCR vendors claim a near 100% accuracy rate on typical office documents.  

However, there are still some open problems, such as improving OCR accuracy on 

poor quality images from devices such as fax, dot matrix and impact printers, and 

photocopiers, or from physically degraded documents.  Furthermore, complex layouts, 

multiple-languages and combined content, such as handwriting annotations, provide 

additional challenges.

In this thesis, we are focusing on how to generate representative training data 

and how to evaluate systems in support of these open problems.  It is well known that 

the accuracy of a recognition system depends not only on the features and classifiers, 

but also on the size and quality of training sets.  Obtaining a significant corpus of 

document images and symbolic ground truth is an important precursor for training and 

evaluating document analysis systems.  Often, documents are scanned page by page, 

ground truth text is keyed character by character, and bounding boxes are drawn 

manually.  This process is labor-intensive and error prone, and becomes increasingly 

difficult when processing multi-lingual collections with thousands of pages.  Native 
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speakers and a special input environment are required for non-Latin ground truth 

generation, and such tools may not be widely available.

To bypass manual keying in symbolic data, researchers have typically used 

existing ground truth data sets.  One widely adopted source data set is the University 

of Washington (UW) data set.  The first release has two thousand English and 

Japanese technical document images, and has been widely used by OCR developers.  

However, if the researchers want to develop or test their recognition system on other 

document styles or in other languages, those data sets cannot provide much help.  

Some researchers have used the Bible because it has an additional advantage of 

appearing in multiple languages so that it can serve as a source of parallel text.  It is 

not convenient, however, if the users need to test the OCR systems on their own 

documents, which may have specific vocabulary.

A method using Device Independent (DVI) files and LATEX typesetting has 

been proposed to address this problem [5] by providing a way to generate images from 

electronic text.  The text is keyed in LATEX environment manually, and is compiled 

to generate DVI files.  Those DVI files are transformed to TIFF images using 

DVI2TIFF.  Although this method provides a convenient way to create accurate 

ground truth files, the manual formatting is still error prone, and may result in 

significant cost for multilingual documents.  Furthermore, a native speaker is still 

needed to key in the characters if we would like to process non-Latin languages.

The second issue we are interested in is how to evaluate OCR in an unbiased 

way.  Because the OCR systems are evaluated on different data sets, a 99% accuracy 

level of one OCR system is different from a 99% accuracy level of another OCR 
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system.  Furthermore, those accuracy rates are suspect when the data sets used in 

evaluation are not representative of the intended document population.

As mentioned above, the prohibitive expense of manually generated ground 

truth, and the prior bias introduced by using those existing data sets have prompted us 

to use synthetic data as a complement to real data.  The problem of generating 

synthetic data for the training and evaluation of document analysis systems has been 

widely addressed in recent years.

In this thesis, we will describe a multilingual OCR evaluation system, which 

includes a document formatter, a ground truth generator (GTG), an integrated 

evaluation tool, and a document image degradation tool.  This system provides a 

universal framework to generate training and evaluation data sets on a large scale.  

Beginning with electronic text, our ground truth generator produces noise-free images 

and ground truth files.  Since the text can be effortlessly copied from the Internet or 

existing electronic sources instead of being manually keyed in, this method is 

extremely helpful when dealing with new languages and new scripts.  In most cases, a 

person who wants to create the data sets can do so without being a native speaker of 

that language.

1.1 Scope of thesis

In this thesis, we address some aspects of the document analysis system’s 

training and evaluation, and document image degradation, with a focus on ground 

truth generation and degradation.  

The complete textual ground truth for a document image includes symbolic 

text files, font, character size, and position information for each symbol, as well as the 
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location of regions containing graphics, logos etc.  In our evaluation system, noise free 

images and the physically or synthetically degraded images are fed to underlying OCR 

systems to generate recognized text.  A set of document image degradation methods 

have been proposed and implemented to generate synthetic degradations, including 

page level and pixel level noise. 

The following summarizes the key contributions of this thesis:

• An automatic multilingual OCR evaluation system has been proposed, and 

implemented.  This system includes document formatter, ground truth 

generator, font parser and verifier, and evaluation sub-systems.

• A method to align the ground truth files with degraded images has been

proposed and implemented.  This method uses linear transformation to model 

the print-copy-fax-scan procedure.  

• A document degradation methodology has been proposed and implemented.  

Methods include blur, speckle, rotation, jitter, resolution change, pixel drift, 

horizontal and vertical lines, and page show-through.

1.2 Organization of thesis

This thesis is organized into six chapters.  In Chapter 2 we survey related work 

in the areas of ground truth generation, OCR evaluation, and document image 

degradation.  We present our multi-lingual OCR evaluation system in Chapter 3, 

where the system architecture, the Extended Meta File (EMF) structure, our font 

parser tools used to create and verify the font mapping files, and the evaluation tools 

are explained.  Two Chinese OCR systems are evaluated to illustrate the system.  In 

Chapter 4, a method to align noise free ground truth with degraded images is 
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proposed; and experiments of faxed and camera captured images show the 

effectiveness of this transformation.  A document image degradation methodology is 

proposed in Chapter 5, where page level and pixel level degradation methods are 

explained in detail.  Chapter 6 contains a summary of the accomplishments.
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Chapter 2 Literature review

We focus our literature review in the areas of using synthetic data sets, 

generating ground truth, degrading document images, and OCR evaluation.

2.1 Synthetic data sets and ground truth generation

Using synthetic data, which is “born digital” and/or synthetically degraded, 

has many advantages over scanning and manual entry, including rapid generation of 

datasets at lower cost, continuous control of degradation level, and convenient testing 

of the same underlying document content with different corruption methods [1].  

Although many have argued that synthetic data sets do not provide a representative 

corpus, if used correctly, it can provide a valuable complement to expensive hand 

created datasets.  Our experiments show that there is often no significant difference 

between synthetically generated data and the physically generated in terms of OCR 

performance.  For instance, OCR achieves 96.67% accuracy rate on synthetic data, 

while 96.25% on the same physically scanned document data on 300 dpi.  Inspired by 

the method described in [2] to validate the defect model, we can safely conjecture that 

the synthetic data is validated if the OCR errors obtained are indistinguishable from 

the errors obtained when using real scanned data.  In general this has proven to be an 

elusive goal so we will provide no quantitative validation.  To validate the local 

degradation models, the author in [5] proposed a statistic methodology based on a 

nonparametric, two-sample permutation test, and used a power function to choose 

algorithm variables.
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The impact of image quality and the representativeness of training image data 

sets on OCR performance were originally addressed by Baird in [3].  He claims 

accuracy of a recognition system depends not only on the features and classifiers, but 

also on the size and the quality of training sets.  Using synthetic data in an appropriate 

way may help determine the weaknesses of the underlying OCR and document 

analysis systems.

Typically, the ground truth data sets are created manually.  Documents are 

scanned page by page, ground truth text is keyed in character by character, and 

bounding boxes are drawn on the images manually.  Because a large quantity of 

ground truth data is required in order to give an accurate measurement of the 

performance of document analysis and recognition systems, researchers have created 

some data sets for training and evaluation, such as the University of Washington 

Document Image Database [4].  This data set has thousands of English technical 

document images, and corresponding ground truth files, including zone and page 

bounding boxes, attributes, and ASCII text for each constituent document.  It 

provides a valuable platform to develop and evaluate underlying systems.  However, 

this data set is not helpful if the target documents are in other languages, other 

document styles, or have different quality levels.  In those situations, the researchers 

have to create their own ground truth data sets.

To obtain ground truth datasets at minimum cost, automated ground truth 

generation methods have been proposed.  In [5], the author presents an approach to 

obtain ground truth files.  First, the document characters are formatted in LATEX, 

either by manual transcription or by reformatting e-text.  The typesetting files are then 
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compiled to device independent (DVI) files.  Ground truth can be extracted from 

those typesetting files; while the noise free document images can be obtained by 

using DVI2TIFF.  The requirement of DVI files and LATEX typesetting, however, 

limits the practical application in many cases, as LATEX does not support all 

languages.  Furthermore, the manual entry is still error-prone and may be 

prohibitively expensive when processing multi-lingual documents with thousands of 

pages.

To overcome the inconvenience of keying in symbolic data, researchers have 

also used sources in which both hard copy and electronic form already exist.  The use 

of the Bible is proposed in [6] because the electronic symbolic ground truth exists in 

many of the world’s languages, and thus can serve as a source of parallel text.  In [6], 

groundtruth files in Arabic, English, and French Bibles were collected, converted into 

DVI files from ASCII text using LATEX typesetting, and TIFF images were obtained 

from those DVI files.  The Arabic Bible was also physically scanned.  This data set 

provides a broader platform for multi-lingual OCR training and evaluation, but it is 

not expandable.  Users may want to test the OCR systems in a specific domain, which 

contains many modern words not included in the Bible.

When groundtruth is generated, there are a variety of options for 

representation.  A complete groundtruth file should include the information of 

coordinates of each character, word, line, and zone when possible.  The higher-level 

information is critical for tasks, such as document segmentation and layout analysis.  

After obtaining ground truth for ideal images, degraded versions are typically 

obtained by copying, faxing, and/or rescanning, but realigning the ground truth can be 
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a challenge.  In [8], the author aligns the ground truth from ideal images with the 

scanned images using a linear transformation matrix.  The four outermost points, 

which are measured from the four corners of all the bounding boxes of connected 

components, are located on both the noise free image and the corresponding degraded 

image.  The coordinates of the four feature point pairs are used to calculate the 

projective transformation.  Then the bounding boxes of the ideal image are mapped to 

the degraded image using the computed transformation matrix.  A local adjustment is 

employed to compensate for nonlinear factors in print-scan procedure.  Because they 

are using the four outermost bounding box corners as feature points, the procedure is 

vulnerable in noisy images so that many more points are used to attack this problem 

in [9].

Several ground truthing tools have been developed in order to reduce the labor 

of creating data sets.  Groundskeeper [10] is a tool to create and edit document 

segmentation ground-truth.  This tool allows a user to display a document image,

draw zones of various types around different page regions, and label each zone with 

attributes such as type, sub-type, parent zone, and attached zones etc.  TrueViz [11] is 

a java program to visualize and edit ground truth or metadata files.  This tool provides 

text editing, display, search functions based on Unicode for the image and metadata.  

The results are saved in XML format.

Synthetic data sets have been widely used recently.  In [12], synthetic data is 

generated and used for training a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based Arabic OCR 

system.  Symbolic ground truth is keyed in and formatted in a LATEX environment, 
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while the noise free images are obtained from the DVI files.  The procedure requires a 

native speaker, and a specific input environment to key in the non-Latin documents.

Additional synthetic training data is utilized in [13] to improve the 

performance of a HMM based handwriting recognition system.  A perturbation 

model, which is based on the summation of a number of CosineWave functions, has 

been used to get synthetic text lines from existing real handwritten lines.  Substantial 

improvement was observed.

In [14], a line drawing degradation model was proposed for the purpose of 

evaluating line detection algorithms using synthetic data.  This model simulates some 

types of noise, such as Gaussian noise, blur, hard pencil noise and motion noise, 

introduced during the production, and photocopying of technical documents.  The 

authors use “Black Box Testing” method to validate the model.  They compare the

difference between the real documents and the synthetically generated documents 

with noise levels estimated from real images.  If the difference is smaller than the 

threshold, this model will be accepted.  However, higher order statistic analysis is 

needed for their validation method.  

The work mentioned above suggests that if used correctly, the synthetic data 

can provide a valuable complement to expensive manually created datasets, in 

practical situations.

2.2 Document image degradation models

The study of explicit, quantitative and parameterized models of defects 

became a focal point with the work of Baird in [3], [15], [16].  Baird proposed in his 

pioneering work, a parameterized model to approximate some aspects of the physics 
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of machine printing and imaging of text, such as affine transform, threshold, and 

speckle.  This model accounts primarily for per-symbol and per-pixel defects.  The 

author also applied bootstrapping and power function analysis to this physics-based 

model in [16].  Using this model and the synthetically generated character images, the 

authors in [17] studied a binary tree classifier’s accuracy as a function of several 

important model parameters.  Those parameters include blur, binarization threshold, 

and the variance of pixel sensor sensitivity.  They found that two defects (blur and 

threshold) affect the classification significantly, continuously, and monotonically. 

As pointed out in [5], this model mainly advocates the use of isolated 

degraded characters, and does not reflect some important aspects, such as touching 

characters and occurrence probabilities.  The authors then extended their work and 

proposed a document degradation model (DDM) [18], which is based on a local 

morphological model, to randomly invert pixels and blur them during the degradation 

procedure.  The inverting probability is controlled by the decaying speed of an 

exponential function, but accounts for only the local statistical characteristics.

Both models are used widely in document analysis and recognition systems.  

For example, to study the effect of degraded images on a font recognition system in 

[19], three artificially generated images are used to evaluate the system.  To allow the 

fonts recognition from degraded images without any specific training, two 

transformation approaches are used: font model transformation, and feature values 

transformation.  Baird’s model was used in [20] to create large-scale degraded image 

data sets for document image decoding system training and evaluation.  Their work 

shows high accuracy from trained models on even severely degraded images, and 
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significant improvement compared to untrained models.  Furthermore, no manual 

segmentation is needed in creating the training data set.  Unfortunately, neither of 

these models claims to handle “clutter” noise that may be present in real documents. 

In [21], the author proposed a method to create a large number of 

groundtruthed real images from the existing data set with a fraction of the cost.  The 

images in an existing data set are printed out, physically degraded, and then re-

scanned.  The degradation procedure includes copying, smearing, adding coffee and 

ink stains etc.  After re-scanning, bounding boxes are drawn manually on those 

degraded images.  The author claims that creating the page and zone box files only 

cost 1% in the whole ground truthing procedure.  Although this method can bootstrap 

existing data sets, it cannot create new data sets.  On the other hand, errors and noise 

can be introduced in the manual degradation procedure as well.

A two state Markov chain model is proposed in [22].  This method depicts the 

document degradation with two states: a random state to model salt and pepper noise, 

and a burst state to model blurring over a large document region.  The power function 

in [5] is used in this paper to validate their model.  To estimate the transition 

probabilities of their model, a genetic algorithm is suggested in their paper.

2.3 OCR evaluation

Characterizing a profile of OCR systems provides useful information [23],

such as predicting OCR performance in a larger system, monitoring progress etc.  It is 

also very helpful to find vulnerable parts of the document recognition system under 

some circumstances.  Thus a valuable feedback can be obtained through the OCR 

evaluation.
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As described in [24], there are two types of OCR evaluation: black box 

evaluation and white box evaluation.  The black box evaluation treats the OCR 

system as an indivisible unit, while the white box evaluation will characterize the 

performance of each sub modules of document recognition system, such as 

preprocessing, segmentation, and classification modules.  The white box evaluation is 

only applicable if the researcher can access the intermediate output of the OCR 

software.

In the following chapters, we present a methodology to evaluate multi-lingual 

OCR systems.  Our method includes a ground truth generator to create complete 

ground truth files and noise free images automatically, and a tool to create 

synthetically degraded images, with both the page level and pixel level noise.
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Chapter 3 Multi-lingual OCR evaluation

In many situations, it is useful to measure the effect of underlying OCR 

software in a cascading system with down stream processes, such as Information 

Retrieval (IR) and Machine Translation (MT) system.  As we mentioned before, using 

existing data sets can be biased; while manually ground truthing can be prohibitively 

expensive, and become extremely difficult when processing multi-lingual collections 

with thousands of pages.

In this chapter, we present a methodology to generate noise free document 

images and symbolic groundtruth files automatically using a custom print driver and 

meta-file information.  The system architecture is introduced and briefly discussed in 

Section 3.1.  The main component of our system, the groundtruth generator is 

explained in detail in Section 3.2.  This section also depicts the structure of Enhanced 

Meta-File (EMF) and our font parser, which is used to extract font-mapping files 

from TrueType Font (TTF) files.  In Section 3.3, we describe the evaluation tools.  

We evaluate two major Chinese OCR software packages in Section 3.4.

3.1 System overview

The architecture of our evaluation system is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Beginning with electronic text in a standard encoding, documents are either 

manually structured and formatted or passed through an XML formatter to obtain a 

structured document instance.  From the structured documents, we generate noise-free 

images and ground truth files by using custom print driver and metafile information 

via a parser/renderer.  The system relies on the Microsoft windows operation 
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system’s use of enhanced metafile directives to provide a unified representation that 

includes Unicode glyph information and the physical location of each character on the 

page. 

XML
 RENDERER

DEGREDATION

XML 
FORMATTER

SOURCE 
DOCUMENT

XML 
DOCUMENT

OCR
EVALUATION

PARSER-
RENDERER

GROUND 
TRUTH

TIFF 
IMAGE

OCR
RESULTS

MACHINE TRANSLATION
INFORMATION RETREIVAL

OCR PROFILE

OCR

STRUCTURED 
DOCUMENT

Such as Word or 
HTML

 STYLE RENDERING

 DEGREDATION AND OCR  EVALUATION

TASK 
EVALUATION

Figure 3. 1 OCR evaluation system architecture

Degraded images can then be obtained physically by printing, scanning and 

faxing, or be obtained synthetically by using degradation methods (Chapter 5).  

Finally, those ideal and degraded images are passed through an OCR system for 

evaluation.  The results can also be used to measure the effect of OCR on down 

stream processes, such as information retrieval (IR), and machine translation (MT).

Our method is especially helpful in generating non-Latin ground truth.  The 

user can copy and paste the document in the target language from the website, then 

create data sets using our system.
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3.2 Ground truth generator

In our system, the ground truth generator (GTG) is used to obtain the synthetic 

noise free images, and parse the symbolic ground truth files from EMF files.

First, the structured documents are fed to GTG system.  Image files at 

different resolutions and the metafiles are obtained via a custom printer driver.  From 

the metafiles, we obtain character codes, font and layout information, for each symbol 

rendered.  Because the ground truth files are parsed from metafiles, which rely only 

on the font files installed on the computer, the Unicode and original coding 

groundtruth files can be obtained accurately and rapidly.  We’ve tested our system on 

dozens of languages, including Arabic, Chinese, Farsi, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Thai, 

and Pashto, and our system provides a universal framework to generate groundtruth 

files for multi- lingual documents.

For debugging purpose, images and layout information are used to create 

overlaid images, where the bounding boxes are displayed at the character, word, line, 

and zone levels.  Examples in different zoning levels are given in Figure 3.2.

                          (a)                                                                       (b) 

(c)                                                                        (d)

Figure 3. 2 Examples of overlaid images. (a) Chinese document image at the character level; 
(b) English document image at the word level; (c) Japanese document image at the line level; 
(d) Arabic document image at the zone level

Three kinds of ground truth files are generated by GTG: core ground truth 

files, raw ground truth files, and structured ground truth files.  
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• Core ground truth files contain the position information at each symbol, 

line, zone level and the identity of each symbol (Figure 3.3).

• Raw files are in Unicode format or in original coding format. These files 

can be used to compare with OCR results in evaluation.  As in Chinese 

OCR evaluation, if the OCR output is in GB2312, then the raw ground 

truth files in original encoding should be used in comparison.

• Structured ground truth files include HTML files and XML files.  As a 

debugging tool, the HTML files can be used to check whether the ground 

truth file is the same with the original text (Figure 3.4).  The XML files 

are used for data exchange or storage (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3. 3 Core ground truth file example
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The first several lines in core ground truth files contain page level 

information, including the coordinates of the bounding box for the content, page size, 

resolution, and fonts.  After this header, we enumerate the ground truth in a tree 

structure.  Each item of ground truth is listed beginning with its category label, such 

as zone, line, or char for character item.  Following the label is coordinate 

information of the bounding box in parenthesis, and additional metadata such as a “T”

for a text zone, or an “F” for a figure (or non-text zone).  All the children items 

belonging to a parent item follow it in read order.  In each word item, we use an 

integer number, which corresponds to the font (described above), as the property of 

the word item.  For each character item, we provide the character in decimal Unicode, 

in hex Unicode, and the glyph index as the properties after the coordinate 

information. 

Figure 3. 4 HTML ground truth file example for Thai
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The user can check the correctness of obtained ground truth by comparing this 

HTML file with the original document, assuming the browser correctly renders 

Unicode.

The synthetic images are noise-free images in different resolutions.  Those 

images can be synthetically degraded by our degradation tool, or physically degraded 

by printing, coping, faxing, and scanning, as shown in the next chapter.  The synthetic 

images and degraded images can be used to evaluate OCR systems.

3.2.1 Obtaining ground truth files from the enhanced meta files

All the ground truth files are parsed from the Enhanced Meta File (EMF), 

which consists of a sequence of recorded GDI commands covering all major areas of 

GDI functions [25].  EMF is used as a generic graphics data exchange format that 

supports all major elements of graphics, including pixels, lines, curves, texts and 

bitmaps.  Our major goal is to extract all the symbols in Unicode and the position 

information for each character from the EMF file.  The Unicode provides a unique 

number for every character, independent of the platform, the program, or the 

language [26].  The ground truth in Unicode can be compared with OCR output, 

which should be in Unicode also.  If the OCR output is in another encoding, say in 

GB2312 for Chinese, we need to translate the OCR output into Unicode or use the 

raw files generated from GTG.  The position information is the coordinates of the 

bounding box for each symbol, and can be used to parse the word, line, or zone 

positions.  This higher-level information is critical in evaluating the document 

segmentation systems.  
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We use a custom printer driver to get the binary EMF files from structured 

text documents.  Figure 3.5 shows example records in an EMF file.

Figure 3. 5 EMF file example

A parser written in VC++ is used to extract the information from EMF 

records.  Following are the corresponding records used in our parser:

• HEADER

From this record, we can obtain the page size, image resolution, and the content 

rectangle in mm units.

• EXTCREATEFONTINDIRECTW
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This record provides the font information and font properties, such as font face 

name, character set, font height, and whether it is italic or underlined.  This record 

is very important in case of glyph indices used in records of EXTTEXTOUTW 

instead of Unicode.  Once we know the font, we can retrieve the corresponding 

Unicode using the glyph indices via the mapping file.  The character set 

information helps us to get the original code points other than the Unicode.  For 

example, although most of Chinese documents are coded in Unicode, we may still 

need GB2312 code points for evaluating OCR software if the OCR only outputs 

GB2312 code points.   

• EXTTEXTOUTW

With this record, we can have the coordinate information of each bounding box 

for the string, the code point of each character, and the offset for characters.  By 

checking the bit of “emrtext.fOptions” value, we can determine whether the 

following code points are in Unicode or just glyph indices. 

If those codes are in Unicode, we are almost done.  If they are glyph indices, 

we need to map them to corresponding Unicode, which will be covered in detail in 

the next section.

3.2.2 Font mapping files and parser tools

Glyph indices are decoded in the font files, and used to inform the operating 

system how to draw characters on screen or the printer how to print them.  Each font 

has its own structure, and definition of glyph indices.

Even for the same character in one language, different font files can have 

different corresponding glyph indices, and different glyph images.  Table 1 shows the 
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different Unicode sequence for the same characters in Urdu language.  From this 

table, we can see that TITUS Cyberbit Basic treated both characters in isolated form, 

which is not useful for Urdu.  Arial Unicode MS treated them partially correct, but 

does not provide the right ligature.  Only Urdu Naskh Asiatype obtains the correct 

ligature in this case.

Table 1 Example of same character in different fonts

As far as we know, characters and glyphs have three mapping relationships:

1. One to one mapping.  One character is represented by a single glyph, and one 

glyph represents a single character.  This is common in languages with large 

character sets, such as Chinese and Korean.  In this case, we can easily retrieve 

the Unicode from glyph index.

2. One to many mapping.  In this case, a character may be represented by a 

combination of several glyphs, or one character has more than one presentation 

form.  An example for the former case is shown in Figure 3.6, where a character 

in a Hindi document is composed of glyph 128, and glyph 87.  Glyph 87 can be 

used in other glyph composites as well.  For this case, we must retrieve all 

components of the character, and find all corresponding Unicode code points.

Figure 3. 6 Composition of one character from several glyph indices

Character Font Glyph Index Unicode
Urdu Naskh Asiatype 302 0x06D2 0x0646

Arial Unicode MS 1342 50860 0x06D2 0xFEE7

TITUS Cyberbit Basic �ے 2460 2289 0x06D2 0x0646
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The case of multiple forms for one character is common in Arabic documents, 

where contextual glyph forms are heavily used.  There are four forms, initial, middle, 

final, and isolated, for the same character, depending on the context.  For example the 

character “ha” in Arabic can be represented in four forms, as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3. 7 Arabic character “ha” in isolated, initial, middle, and final form

3. No explicit mapping from glyph index to Unicode.  For example, Devanagari, the 

language used in India, only has 128 code points, from 0x0900 to 0x097F in 

Unicode table, but has lots of different forms.  Using 0x094D, VIRAMA in Hindi 

language, we can get the half consonants from the full consonant.  Using 0x200C 

and 0x200D, we can get the conjuncts of consonants in different formats.  In 

Hindi fonts, lots of composites are also used.  Some of the composites have 

corresponding Unicode, but not all of them.  For those that don’t, we need to 

provide the Unicode manually.

We use a program “ttfdump” to access the internal components of the font 

file.  A typical dumped font file is shown in Figure 3.8

In a font file, “cmap” contains this information.  Usually, there is more than 

one sub-table in “cmap” section.  The sub table with “Platform ID  3” and “Specific 

ID 1” is for Windows OS Unicode.  Other sub-tables are used for other operation 

systems and other coding systems.  We used Windows Unicode sub-table in our 

groundtruth generator system. For detailed information about the font file structure, 

please refer to [27].
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In this sub table, we can find the Unicode character to the corresponding 

glyph index.  For most of the language fonts tested, we can get complete glyph index 

to Unicode mapping.  For other languages, such as Arabic and Hindi documents, we 

need to get more information from other parts of font file.

Figure 3. 8 Example of a dumped font file

We have a font parser to automatically generate the font mapping files.  

Following is the pseudo code we used in font parser program:

While ( fontfile is not end)
{

switch ( glyph_index_type )
{

case one_to_one:
add_oneNode ( glyphIndex, Unicode);
break;

case composite:
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Unicode = find_composite(glyphIndex);
If (Unicode == NULL)

Record_error(glyphIndex);
Draw_glyph(glyphIndex);

else
Add_oneNode( glyphIndex, Unicode);

}
}

Using our font parser tool, two output files and one directory are obtained for 

each font file: the font mapping file, the font verification file and the glyph images 

directory.  The font-mapping file is used by the ground truth generator to retrieve the 

Unicode from the glyph index if necessary.  The font verification file is written in the 

HTML file, and is used to check the correctness of the font-mapping file.  Because 

the font for each cell in the HTML file can be specified individually, we can compare 

the glyph image, which is the image extracted from font file directly, with the image 

generated from the Unicode under that font file.  Figure 3.9 is an example of a font 

verification file for Devanagari language.  

The first column is the glyph indices ranked in ascending order; while the 

second column is the Unicode candidate in Hex format if available.  If we could not 

find the Unicode candidate for this character in the font file, a “NULL” label is put 

there to remind us to map this index to Unicode manually later.  The real glyph image 

for that index is put in the third column.  The forth column is the image generated by 

the Unicode candidate under the specific font, say Mangal in this example, which is a 

Unicode font for Devanagari language.

Once all the “NULL” indices have been mapped manually, this font 

verification file can be generated again to check the correctness of manual patches. 
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Figure 3. 9 Example of font verification file for Mangal font

Figure 3. 10 Example of font mapping file for Mangal font
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Figure 3.10 shows an example of a finished font-mapping file, from which we 

can see that the glyph index 110 has been decoded.

Once we decoded all the font information, and have the glyph indices from 

EMF file, we can obtain the ground truth file in Unicode and in original coding page 

by mapping the glyph index to Unicode.

3.3 Evaluation tools

The algorithm in [28] is employed to evaluate the performance of underlying 

OCR systems.  Three kinds of error are defined according to three types of edit 

operations on the string: deletion, insertion, and substitution errors.  For example:

Ground truth: comparison
OCR output: c mtarisonkj
Operations: -I-S------DD
*  Where  I : Insertion   S: Substitution    D: Deletion    -Correct Recognition 

The accuracy in this example is 80% 

We have ported the code from UNIX [29], and integrated it into our 

evaluation system.  Character level and word level accuracy reports are calculated 

page by page.  A summary is reported for the whole document and a collection; while 

accuracy confidence intervals are computed from the accuracy rates.  

For visualization, we have used a scatter plot to compare between two OCR 

runs.  A diagram of sorted accuracy reports for different OCR runs is used first time 

in our evaluation to show the recognition pattern of systems.   Knowing which 

patterns are the most vulnerable in recognition will help improve the classifier.  

Figure 3.11 is the screen shot of our evaluation tool interface.  The user can 

choose the underlying OCR output files and the ground truth files from this interface.  

Depending on the amount of OCRed data, our system can generate OCR profiles 
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from: structured folders, two directories, or two pages.  Using a structure folder, we 

can process thousands of OCRed pages.  Using two directories, we process the 

OCRed files and the ground truth files in two separated directories.

For the user’s convenience, the OCRed file name need not be the same as the 

ground truth file.  Thus a different prefix or suffix can be used to distinguish different 

OCR software or different degradation levels, methods etc.  To align the OCRed file 

with corresponding ground truth files, users can specify the alignment file, use the file 

name, or even let them be processed alphabetically. 

Figure 3. 11 Screen shot of evaluation system interface

3.4 Evaluation examples
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Two primary Chinese OCR systems, OCR1 and OCR2, are tested in our 

evaluation experiments.  We adopt the black box method here.

We used the available United Nations’ Anti-Chemical Weapon Treaty, and 

other documents in our evaluation.  This treaty is in six different languages: Arabic, 

Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish.

The performances of the OCR systems are evaluated as follows.  First the 

ideal images and ground truth files are generated by GTG from electronic text.  

Second, the noise-free images and degraded images, including the physically scanned 

images and synthetically degraded images, are input to the OCR systems.  To get the 

scanned images, we printed out the document, and scanned it back in 200dpi, 300dpi, 

and 400dpi.  

Then the OCR results from noise-free images and scanned images are 

compared with the ground truth files.  Since the output of both systems is in GB2312, 

the raw files in original encoding are used.  Finally, the accuracy rate is calculated 

page by page, and the overall evaluation results are obtained from those rates.  

Figure 3.12 shows the accuracy scatter diagram of the two OCR systems using 

the 100 dpi and 300 dpi noise-free images.   The horizontal axis represents accuracy 

rate from one of the OCR runs, while the vertical axis represents accuracy rate from 

the other OCR run.  The coordinate of each circle in this diagram represents the 

accuracy rate pair of the two OCR runs for each page in the data set.  The x-

coordinate corresponds to the OCR2 accuracy for that image and the y-coordinate 

corresponds to the OCR1 accuracy.  For example, if OCR2 obtained 49.46% accuracy 

rate, while OCR1 obtained 92.43% for one page, then the coordinates of circle should 
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be (49.46, 92.43) in diagram.  From this example, we can see that OCR1 outperforms 

OCR2 on almost all pages.

Figure 3. 12 Accuracy scatter plot for two OCR with synthetic images

Figure 3.13 shows the overall performance for physically scanned images at 

different resolutions.  Calculating the accuracy rate over all pages will give us more 

accurate and more comprehensive analysis for the OCR software.

Figure 3. 13 Overall performances diagram for two OCR with scanned images
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Figure 3.14 shows sorted OCR accuracies.  We sorted the accuracy rates for 

each OCR run, and displayed them in this graph.  From this Figure, we can easily see 

the highest accuracy rate, lowest accuracy rate, and performance pattern for each run.

Figure 3. 14 Sorted accuracy rate in different runs

Figure 3.15 is the accuracy scatter plot for the synthetically degraded images 

at different noise levels.  Two levels of DDM [6] degraded images were used here to 

test our OCR systems.  The high noise level images are generated by using the 

parameters (C0=0, α0 =1.0, α= 0.5, β0 =1.0, β = 2.5, γ=3), and the lower noise level 

images are generated by using (C0=0, α0 =1.0, α= 0.5, β0 =1.0, β = 2.5, γ=2.0).  From 

this diagram, we can see that the performance drops as the noise level increases.

Tables 2 and 3 are the percentage accuracy summaries (accuracy and 

confidence intervals) for ideal, physically scanned images. 

OCR1 OCR2
100dpi 300dpi 100dpi 300dpi

ACC Rate 86.89% 99.82% 65.54% 88.95%
ACC Stat 86.52~87.27 99.78~99.85 63.09~67.97 88.23~89.68

Table 2 OCR Performance for synthetic images
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OCR1 OCR2
200dpi 300dpi 400dpi 200dpi 300dpi 400dpi

ACC Rate 95.64% 96.25% 96.43% 87.89% 90.55% 91.05%
ACC Stat 94.65~96.67 95.46~97.07 95.64~97.26 86.23~89.58 88.83~92.33 89.30~92.85

Table 3 OCR Performance for scanned images with different resolutions

Figure 3. 15 Accuracy scatter plot for one OCR with two noise level images
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Chapter 4 Ground truth alignment

Degraded images with its original electronic text content are often a suitable 

test bed for OCR since many evaluation methodologies work by aligning entire 

passages of text.  In some cases, however, character, word and line locations are still 

necessary.  The coordinate information is helpful in evaluating the segmentation and 

layout analysis capability of OCR system for example, while the fonts, and character 

size information maybe useful in training OCR classifier.  Unfortunately, after the 

documents are printed, copied, and faxed or rescanned, the original ground truth 

location is typically no longer aligned with the degraded images.  In this chapter, we 

will discuss a methodology to align noise free images to the degraded images in order 

to obtain the ground truth files for those degraded images.  

In [5], the author modeled the geometric transformation of the scanned images 

via a linear transformation matrix.  This linear transformation assumption includes 

rotating, scaling, shearing, and translating.  Using this model, we have obtained 

reasonable results in aligning images taken from a digital camera, or from a print-fax-

scan procedure.  If there is a nonlinear factor in the degradation procedure, our system 

can still provide a coarse bounding box for further local adjustment.

4.1 Alignment overview

Figure 4.1 shows the alignment procedure.  
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Figure 4. 1 Noise free image and degraded image alignment procedure

The following is the detailed procedure to get the linear transformation matrix.

1. Obtain ideal images with ground truth from our GTG.  Unlike the use of the 

four outermost points of all the bounding boxes of connected components on 

the images in [5], we put four disks in 14 points at the “Header and Footer” 

position of each page.  Disks are used in our experiment for two reasons.  The 

first is that with dots we can easily find the geometric center from the 

coordinate of bounding box even if it degraded to an ellipse.  The second is 

that we can detect an ellipse much easier than detecting a cross using 

connected component methods.  

2. Obtain the degraded images by printing the ideal images, copying them, and 

faxing them, for example.  Figure 4.2 shows the example of a noise free image 

and the corresponding faxed image.

Ideal Tiff 
Images 

Printed/Degraded 
Images

Feature Point 
Extraction

Feature Point 
Extraction

Get Prospective 
Transformation 

Matrix

LAMP GTG

Ground truth for Real Image
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Figure 4. 2 Noise free image and faxed image example

3. Locate feature points in the ideal images and the corresponding degraded 

images.  The position of each feature point on the noise free images and 

degraded images are detected by the pattern of disks.  Following is the 

program used to locate those feature points. 

• Connected components are calculated on the image.  Those 
with too small or with large ratio of length to width are 
discarded as noise.

• All components are checked to find feature points.  Here we 
used the fact that the ratio of area over the multiplication of 
length and width of an ellipse should be a constant π.  If the 
ratio is close to π, we can label the connected component as the 
feature points.

• The position of each feature point is determined by simply 
computing the geometric center of the bounding box of 
detected disk or ellipse.

4. Compute the mapping matrix by the feature point pairs.  The projective 

transformation matrix is calculated by:
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Where (x, y) is the coordinates of the feature point on the ideal image, (u, v) is 

the coordinates of the feature point on the degraded image.  Pis are the 

coefficients of the transformation matrix.

5. We can align the ground truth for noise-free image to degraded images by the 

calculated transformation matrix.

4.2 Alignment experiments

To test our alignment methodology, we printed those ideal images and 

scanned them in four combinations non-skew/skewed and shrink/enlarge.  Figure 4.3

shows an example of a skewed and shrunk English document, and a skewed and 

enlarged Chinese document.

Figure 4. 3 Example of skew and shrink/enlarge document example
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Figure 4.4 shows an example of a faxed English document with the computed 

bounding boxes displayed on it.

Figure 4. 4 Example of aligned English document

Figure 4.5 shows an example of a faxed Chinese document with the computed 

bounding boxes displayed on it.

Figure 4. 5 Example of aligned Chinese document
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We also tested our alignment system with document images obtained from a 

digital camera with perspective distortion.  Figure 4.6 and 4.7 are document image 

from camera and the computed bounding boxes respectively.

Figure 4. 6 Document image with complex content from camera 

Figure 4. 7 Example of aligned camera Image
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Chapter 5 Document image degradation

In this chapter, we present a method to generate synthetic noisy images at both 

page and pixel levels.  The main components of our system and the types of noise are 

explained in detail in following sections.

5.1 Image degradation architecture:

The architecture of our system is shown in Figure 5.1. 

E valuation:

G round  truth  
G enera to r

N oise-Free  
Im ages

G round  truth  
F iles

D egraded  
Im age a t 

page level 
and  p ixel 

level

Im age E nhancem ent A lgorithm

O C R  softw are

D ocum ent Im age A nalysis

Figure 5. 1 Image Degradation and Application Architecture

Beginning with electronic text, the ground truth generator can produce noise-

free images and corresponding ground truth files by using custom printer driver and 

metafile information.  Degraded images can then be obtained physically by printing, 

copying, faxing, and scanning, or synthetically by using degradation methods. 

To make our degradation method effective, while as simple as possible, we 

choose several types of noise of greatest interests.  Some of them have been presented 

in [17].  For page level noise, we have rotation, blur, lines, resolutions change, and 

additive noise templates.  For pixel level degradation, we add speckles, jitter, and 
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pixel drift to the document.  We have also studied the show-through and bleed-

through in this chapter.

5.2 Page level noise

Skew, or rotation, is common in scanned or faxed documents.  We have 

implemented two methods for skew.  The first one takes the rotation angle as the 

input, rotates the given image at the center of the image, and resizes the image if 

necessary.  Alternatively, the user can choose the pivot and rotation angle.  

In general, we can express the spatial transformation, including rotation and 

skew, using a polynomial function:
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where x, y and u, v are coordinates in the input and output images, 

respectively; N is the polynomial order, and m, n are coefficients, which can be 

computed from the registered point pairs of input and output images.  When N=1, it is 

bilinear interpolation:
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In our method, we use the nearest-neighbor interpolation because it is faster 

and accurate enough for binary document images.

Figure 5.2 shows the effect of two kinds of rotation.  The left one has been 

rotated 45° at the center of image, and has been resized to adapt the change.  The 

right image has been rotated 10° without changing the size.
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Figure 5. 2 Example of rotation of 45° and rotation of 10°

Blur is another typical artifact found in degraded images, and is often caused 

by a point spread effect in printing and/or scanning.  This type of noise, along with 

threshold, significantly affects recognition accuracy of almost any classifier [17].  We 

can model blur noise by convoluting the image with a Gaussian low pass filter.  With 

our degradation method, the user can specify the Gaussian function’s standard 

deviation σ (in unit of pixels), the size of the spatial smoothing mask, the convolution 

probability for each pixel, and the threshold value.  As shown in Figure 5.3, the 2D 

Gaussian function has been sampled at equal intervals, and has been normalized to 

obtain the filter.  Because the Gaussian distribution is non-zero everywhere, we 

truncate the kernel at the point of three standard deviations from the mean.  For 

example, if σ = 1.0, size of mask is 7, a 7x7 matrix will be generated.  The element, 

M(u, v), of this mask before normalization can be calculated by:
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Figure 5. 3 2D Gaussian Function and sampling grid

This 2D convolution is quite slow in processing large images with large 

masks.  However, the speed can be increased by convolving the image with two 1D 

Gaussian filter on X and Y direction separately because of the separability of 

Gaussian filter.

For each foreground pixel, the convolution probability will be compared with 

a uniformly generated random number to determine if the convolution mask should 

be applied on this pixel.  If it should, after the convolution, the threshold will be used 

to decide if the underlying pixel will be set as foreground or as background.  One 

example of an image before and after blurring is shown in Figure 5.4.

Another important page level noise is the random lines scattered horizontally 

or vertically on the document image.  This happens frequently in the faxed or copied 
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documents when individual sensors are bad.  The parameters of this kind of noise in 

our model include: the number of lines, the minimum, and maximum of the length, 

width and density for the lines.  Each of the line’s length and width will be chosen 

randomly in the given range, and will be overlaid on the image.  The density 

parameter controls the percentage of black pixels in one line.  Not only adding lines 

to the image, the user can also randomly remove lines from the image.  The effect of 

adding a horizontal line and removing vertical line can be seen in Figure 5.5b and 

5.5c respectively.

Figure 5. 4 Example of a document before and after blurring

Merge is used to combine the noise free image with noise templates, which 

are obtained from the background of physically scanned images or copied images.  

Using this method, we can create thousands of “scanned” or “copied” test images at 

minimum cost.  Figure 5.6 shows the effect of “additive” merge.  Although this 

method may not be ideal for OCR training and testing, it works well for document 

image segmentation and analysis evaluation, such as hand written or logo detection 
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algorithms.  Figure 5.6 shows the original image, noise template, and effect of 

combination of noise template with given image.

Figure 5. 5 Example of scattering lines on document image
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(a)                                                                           (b)

(c)

Figure 5. 6 Example of merge (a) noise free image (b) noise template (c) degraded image

5.3 Pixel level noise

In addition to the page level noise discussed in last section, several pixel level 

noise models are presented in this section.  

Speckles are multiplicative noise, and can be expressed as:
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where X(u,v) is the original pixel intensity, Y(u,v) is the degraded value, and 

n is a random number.  In our model, we define speckles as the randomly generated 

patterns with different pixels according to the specific distributions.  The effective 

sizes of patterns can be chosen by the user, and usually defined from 1 to 10.  The 

parameters of this method include the frequencies of each speckle pattern, and the 

probability of speckle generation, which can control the number of speckles on the 

image.  The frequencies of each speckle size will be used to obtain the distribution of 

speckles.  We use Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the distribution and the 

uniformly generated random number to generate the speckles distributed according to 

the given profile.

For example, if the given distribution for speckle with size 1 to 5 is:

Size 1 2 3 4 5

Probability 0.33 0.33 0.16 0.1 0.08

The corresponding CDF is: 

Size 1 2 3 4 5

CDF 0.33 0.66 0.82 0.92 1.0

 Every time we need to generate a speckle, we choose the “ceil” size number 

where a random number falls into.  For example, if the random number falls between 

0.82~0.92, size 4 will be chosen. Because the random number is distributed 

uniformly, the probability of choosing corresponding speckle size is determined only 

by the interval of the CDF.  Thus the probability of “showing” speckles with size 4 is 

0.1 in this example.  An example of speckles in different patterns is shown in Figure 

5.7c.
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Figure 5. 7 Example of speckles and jitter (a) degraded image (b) jitter effect (c) speckles

Jitter is one of the local noises introduced in our method to mimic the effect of 

disturbance of sampling grids during copying and scanning.  This white noise jitter 

samples uniformly in the 2D windows with size r centered at the given pixel, as given 

by the following function:

),(),( 21 rvruXvuY ++=

where, Y(u,v) is the new intensity value for pixel at (u,v), ),( 21 rvruX ++ is 

the intensity at ),( 21 rvru ++ , 1r  and 2r are independent random variables uniformly 

distributed inside the widow with size of r.
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Jitter will invert the pixels along the edge with higher probability than those in 

homogeneous regions.  Figure 5.7b shows the effect of jitter with r = 2.  This effect is 

similar, but not the same, to following degradation method, pixel flipping.

Based on the DDM proposed in [5], pixel flipping can invert a given pixel 

from black to white or vise versa.  This method has seven parameters; the first one is 

the seed used for the random number generator. The following 5 parameters are used 

in the following function:

P( x=1 | x=0, d1 ) = P0 + Α0exp(-B0 d1
2);

P( x=0 | x=1, d2 ) = P0 + Α1exp(-B1 d2
2);

where P( x=1 | x=0, d1) is the probability of a given background pixel inverted 

to foreground, d1 is the distance from background to foreground; while P(x=0|x=1, d2) 

is the probability of a given foreground pixel inverted to background, d2 is the 

distance from foreground to background.  The effect of pixel drift can be seen in 

Figure 5.8.

(a)

                               (b)

Figure 5. 8 The effect of pixel level degradation. (a) Original image; (b) Degraded in low 
noise level; (c) Degraded in high noise level.
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5.4 Bleed-through and show-through noise

5.4.1 Background

Bleed-through is often found in many ancient manuscripts and is caused in 

part by ink seeping from the reverse side of the manuscript. Show-through appears in 

scanned double-sided printed document images when the paper is not completely 

opaque, and the light in the scanner is allowed to reflect back through the document.  

Figure 5.9 is an example of scanned newspaper.

Figure 5. 9 The show-through effect of a scanned newspaper
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Although this type of artifact is often encountered in document imaging, 

existing degradation such as [15] [18], have not explicitly investigated this type of 

noise.  In [31], several synthetic show-through or bleed-through images were 

generated to test noise cancellation and recovery algorithms.  However, to make the 

data model a noiseless mixture for applying Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

methods, the authors assumed no noise or blur, which made the generated images 

unrealistic.  In [32], the author analyzes the show-through phenomenon using first 

physical principles, and models it with a linear function of reflectance and 

transmittance.  Because his focus was on removing the show-through noise, the 

author in [32] uses this model to design a linear filtering scheme instead of generating 

synthetic images.

The necessity and the work aforementioned above have inspired us to 

incorporate show-through effect into our degradation model, which is described in 

detail in following section.

5.4.2. Approach

To obtain an image with show-through effect from a given front side image 

and a back side image, we reverse the back side image left-to-right, and then blur it 

with a Gaussian low pass filter.  We combine the preprocessed back side image with 

the front side image to generate the synthetic one.

It is relatively easy when either the front side or the back side image is binary.  

We threshold the other image into binary if it is grayscale, and apply logical “OR” 

operator to both binary images.  An example of combing a grayscale back side image 

with a binary front side image is shown in Figure 5.10.
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(a) Binary front side image (b) Grayscale back side image

(c) Synthetic show-through image

Figure 5. 10 Example of binary front side image
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The more interesting case, where both front and back side images are 

grayscale, uses the following equation to compute the new bleed-through/show-

through image:

NbRHfg +⋅⊗⋅Φ=⋅ )))((),(()(

where )(⋅f is the front side image, )(⋅b  is the back side image, )(⋅R is the 

reverse function, H is the “blurring matrix” corresponding to a shift-invariant point-

spread function, N is assumed here to be additive and independent identical noise, 

)(⋅g  is the generated bleed-through/show-through image, ),( ⋅⋅Φ is the transformation 

function.  In our preliminary experiments, we choose ),( ⋅⋅Φ as a linear function to 

simplify the model.  If the front side image and back side image are not the same size, 

we resize the back side image to the size of front side image in the preprocessing 

stage.  Then for each pixel (i, j) 
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where: 

B: ))(( ⋅⊗ bRH , i.e. blurred and reversed back side image

α and ithreshold: parameters to control the attenuation rate.

This model is based on two observations.  The first is that only when the 

intensity difference between front and back side image is large enough, there is show-

through effect.  In other words, if the front side pixel is too dark, or the back side 

pixel is too light, the intensity of the original front side pixel becomes dominant in the 

new pixel.  The second observation is that show-through can only make the new pixel 
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darker than front side pixel.  To justify our method, an example is given in the 

following section.

5.4.3 Experiments

We generated a synthetic image from the proposed approach, and compare it 

visually with the real scanned newspaper image, such as Figure 5.9 to demonstrate 

the effectiveness. Our goal was to obtain two blank newspaper pages with same size 

and quality, print some text on the first sheet, and scan it to obtain the front side 

image.  Then obtain the back side image using the same method with the second 

sheet.  Finally print the back side image on the back side of the first sheet to obtain 

the real scanned image with show-through effect.  Because it is hard to obtain the 

machine similar to those printing newspapers and blank newspaper, we extracted the 

front side image and back side image directly from Figure 5.9.

To obtain a “pure” back side image of the newspaper, we place a black paper 

between the newspaper and scanner backing to limit undesirable scan-through effect, 

not remove it completely.  However, it is acceptable due to the fact that the intensity 

of back side pixel attenuates significantly in generating the show-through image, and 

the faint show-through effect on back side image decays much faster.  It is hard to 

obtain a “pure” front side image in this way because the intensity of front side pixels 

are usually dominant in generating scan-through image, which is thus sensitive to the 

“seeping” ink.

Fortunately, we can separate the scanned image into three layers: foreground, 

which is the printed text or figures; background, which contains mostly the texture of 

newspaper; and the unwanted reverse side layer.  With the thresholds calculated 
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through the newspaper image, we cluster the pixels into three layers, and remove 

those labeled as unwanted layer.  To make the background smoother, we use the 

nearest background pixel intensity to fill in the positions of removed pixels.  Figure 

5.11 shows the front side image and back side image respectively.  There is almost no 

show-through effect in the front side image now.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. 11 (a) Front side image; (b) Back side image from Figure 5.9

Figure 5.12 is the comparison of synthetically generated image and the real 

scanned image.  Visually, they are similar.  Because we have “filtered” some of the 

noise and stains when obtaining front side image, the synthetic image seems a little 

lighter and has a more homogeneous background.  Thus improvement is possible if 

we can obtain the exact front side image.  The parameter α and threshold are currently 

chosen manually, but can be computed by analyzing the changes of the front side and 

back side image pixels.
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(a) 
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(b)

Figure 5. 12 (a) synthetically generated scan-through image with α =0.1, and threshold = 60 
(b) real scanned newspaper

5.5 Implementation
All the degradation methods have been implemented in C++, and 

encapsulated into DLDegradation class, which can be incorporated and used as an 
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API in other systems.  DLDegradation class uses the basic image data format defined 

in DocLib library.  The following table is the functions and parameter list:

Noise Type Parameters Type Min Max

Filter Size Int 3 11
Std Deviation Float 0 10.0

Passes Number Int 1 10
Blur Probability Float 0 1.0

Blur

Threshold Int 0 255
Horizontal Res. Int 50 Image Res.

Vertical Res. Int 50 Image Res.Resolution
Threshold Folat 0.0 100.0

Min. Length Int 1 Image width - 1
Max. Length Int Min. Length Image width
Min. Width Int 1 (-1) 1 20 (-20) 1

Max. Width Int Min. Width 20 (-20) 1

Min. Density Float 0.0 1.0
Max. Density Float Min. Density 1.0

HLINE

Number of Lines Int 1 100
Min. Length Int 1 Image height – 1
Max. Length Int Min. Length Image height
Min. Width Int 1 (-1) 1 20 (-20) 1

Max. Width Int Min. Width 20 (-20) 1

Min. Density Float 0.0 1.0
Max. Density Float Min. Density 1.0

VLINE

Number of Lines Int 1 100
Rotate Point X Int N/A N/A
Rotate Point Y Int N/A N/ARotation
Rotate Angle Float -180.0 180.0

Dist. Values for 
10 Sizes

Float 0.0 100.0
Speckles

Probability Float 0.0 1.0
R.V. Seed Int 0 N/A

P0 Float 0.0 1.0
Α0 Float
B0 Float
Α1 Float
B0 Float

Pixelflip[5]

D Int 2
Merge Image file string

Image file String
α Float 0.0 1.0Show-through

Threshold Int 1 255

Table 4 Function and parameter list for document degradation class

Remark: 1. When specified as the negative, this function will remove lines from the image.
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Chapter 6 Summary

Ground truth collection plays an important role in document analysis system 

training and evaluation.  Manually generating data sets is labor-intensive, and error-

prone.  Furthermore, it is prohibitively expensive to get representative multilingual 

data sets with thousands of pages.  Using existing data sets may partly alleviate the 

cost.  However, it is not flexible enough to evaluate the underlying system, which 

may require specific vocabulary and special document styles.  With the increased 

interest in processing multilingual sources, however, there is a tremendous need to be 

able to rapidly generate data in new languages and scripts, without the need to 

develop specialized systems.

6.1 Summary of contributions

The main contributions presented in this thesis are:

1. We have proposed and implemented a methodology to automatically generate 

ground truth from electronic text.  This method produces the complete ground 

truth, including symbolic text files and noise free images at different 

resolutions, which can be used in training or evaluating document analysis 

systems.  It is extremely flexible and convenient when dealing with new 

languages and scripts.  For most of the languages of interest, the electronic 

text can be copied and pasted from the website so that no manual input 

processing is needed.
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2. We have proposed a method to transform ground truth files from ideal images 

to degraded images.  This method modeled the transformation as a linear 

projective transformation.  Because we use four feature points to position the 

bounding boxes of document, our method is robust in noisy documents.

3. We have integrated a multi-lingual OCR evaluation system, and have 

evaluated two Chinese OCR systems.  

4. We have proposed and implemented a document image degradation 

methodology.  This method incorporates page level and pixel level noise often 

encountered in printing, copying, faxing, and scanning.  Rotation, blur, 

scattering lines, resolutions change, noise template merge, speckles, jitter, 

pixel drift, and show-through are included in this method.
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